REGISTRATION FORM
Check the service catalogue and fill the registration
form regarding to Your needs.

17-18 NOVEMBER 2018
RADISSON BLU HOTEL LIETUVA, VILNIUS
Konstitucijos pr. 20
LT - 09308 Vilnius, Lithuania

A EXHIBITION SPACE
A.1. Space and stands* (required to choose)

*As an exhibitor of this Trade Show You will get 1 month Millenium Subscription for FREE
on Millenium-state.com online auction platform

7
120x60

320x60
360x60

240x60

80

80

80

Price: 129€/two days

Price: 249€/two days

Model S-1

Model M-1

Stand includes 1 small table with a
tablecloth and 1 chair.

Stand includes 1 medium table with a
tablecloth and 2 chairs (table separation
is possible).

200

200

Price: 499€/two days

Model S-2

Model M-2

4m2

Model S-3
Includes 2x2x2, 5m stand, directional
light fixture, 120x90cm size table with a
tablecloth, 2 chairs, trash bin, 1 power
socket.

Stand includes 1 large table with a
tablecloth and 3 chairs (table sebaration
is possible).
500

200

Price: 299€/two days

Price: 499€/two days

Model L-1

350

200

Stand includes 1 small table with a
tablecloth, 1 chair and an additional wall
of 2 meters.

Price: 349€/two days

Stand includes 1 medium table with a
tablecloth, 2 chairs and an additional
3,5 meters "accordion" wall (table
separation is possible).

Price: 799€/two days
6m2

Model M-3
Includes 2x3x2, 5m stand, directional
light fixture, 160x90cm size table with a
tablecloth, 2 chairs, trash bin, 1 power
socket.
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Price: 799€/two days

Model L-2

Stand includes 1 large table with a
tablecloth, 3 chairs and an additional
wall of 5 meter width with a stage (table
separation is possible).

Price: 999€/two days
8m2

Model L-3
Includes 2x4x2,5 stand, directional
light fixture, 240x90 size table with a
tablecloth, 3 chairs, trash bin, 1 power
socket.

A.2. Additional furnitures
S-1

CH-4; CH-5

S-2

CH-6; CH-7

T-3

Black leather bar chair
Price: 29€

Two-seat green sofa
(148x80cm) Price: 99€

Two-seat white leather sofa
(120x68cm) Price: 129€

Chrome glass round
coffee table
( 70x45cm) Price: 39€

Leather white(CH-6) or
black(CH-7) bar chair
Price: 59€

F-1

Black metal flyer stand
(140x28cm) Price: 49€

B-1

A-1

White laminated sheet
info table
(90x50x110cm) Price: 249€

White leather armchair
(120x68cm) Price: 79€

B-2

Black chrome glass
bar table
( 60x110cm) Price: 49€

A-2

White leather pouf
(120x68cm) Price: 40€

T-1

CH-1; CH-2

White round coffee table
( 70x75cm) Price: 39€

Textile white(CH-1) or
black(CH-2) chair
Price: 29€

CH-3

SH-1

SH-2

SH-3

SH-4

Glass showcase
Price: 139€

Glass showcase 2
Price: 159€

T-2

White leather chair
Price: 40€

White coffee table
(80x80cm) Price: 39€

Glass table showcase
Price: 129€

Glass table showcase 2
Price: 139€

B ADVERTISEMENT PLACE
B.1. Advertisement in the fair catalog

210mm

210mm

Vilnius International Coin Fair 2018 has its own catalogue! The fair catalogue
is a special magazine that includes articles about investing in gold, coins,
banknotes, medals and other collectors` commodities, published on the
297mm
occasion of MS Vilnius International Coin Fair. Every visitor will get the
magazine upon arival to the Fair. The catalogue will be presented on the
online Millenium State collectors` community as well. This is the best place
to show your Brand for collectors and investors. The catalogue size is A4
(210x297mm) and we offer 5 different spaces for the presentation of your
company.
I would like to get professional graphic design services Price: 99€210mm

A1

A2

Inside front cover

Inside back cover

Ba ck co ver

Price: 699€

Price: 699€

Price: 900€

420mm

210mm

148,5mm
297mm

C1

C2

left page

297mm

Price: 249€

Price: 249€

E1

E2

E3

E4

left page

right page

D1

right page
All page

B1

297mm

page Spread (t wo p a ges)

Price: 549€
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Half page

Price: 99€

B.2. Advertisement on the ticket (exclusive limited space)
Advertisement space on the ticket! There is only one
exclusive advertisement space. Be the first to purchase this
space to make sure that every visitor sees your ad. Your
Brand will be placed on both the online ticket and the ticket
which will be sold on the event day.

E-ticket

Regular ticket

Price: 1100€
Regular ticket back

B.3. Roll Up during trade show
We provide an opportunity to purchase a roll up, which you can
place in the exhibition space, either at the entrance or at your
stand. After the trade show you will be given both the poster
and the construction itself.

I would like to get
professional graphic
design services
Price: 99€

I want to purchase this advertisement space

Roll Up A
Roll Up at Your
exhibition space
Price: 150 €Roll Up at the
fair entrance
area
Price: 190 €-

Roll Up B

Roll Up C

Roll Up at Your
exhibition space
Price: 170 €-

Roll Up at Your
exhibition space
Price: 190 €-

Roll Up at the
fair entrance
area
Price: 210 €-

Roll Up at the
fair entrance
area
Price: 230 €-

B.4. TV screens
Promote your Brand in a modern way! We offer an option to present your Brand on a TV
screen. You can choose to take the TV screen near Your exhibition stand or launch your
presentation on wall in the main room through the projector as well.
Your advertisement in exhibition room on the projector screen Price: 249€/two days
TV screen at Your exhibition space
SAMSUNG 22" (507,5x311,2x57,8mm): 99€

SAMSUNG 32" (721,4x420,3x49,9mm): 129€
PANASONIC 55" (1240x716x47mm): 139€
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B.5. Hostesses

Price: 20€/ hour

Attract attention with hostesses. You can hire hostesses for flyering at the entry
of the Fair or to support your stand staff.

2nd Day (Sunday)

1st Day (Saturday)

B.6. Logo on homepage

Number of
hostesses

Number of
hostesses

Number of
hours

Number of
hours

B.7. Advertisement in social media

We offer advertisement space on the trade show homepage. Let
visitors know that You are taking part in this event! Purchase
150px x 150px advertisment space for Your logo with a hyperlink
to Your home website.

Let visitors know more about You. We offer you an opportunity to
place your advertisement on the social network page of our Fair
free of charge!

150px

Price: 249€

TOTAL price:

FREE!

150px

Your logo place

Newsletter example

Your logo with pictures

B.8. Advertisement in MS newsletter

17-18 NOVEMBER 2018
RADISSON BLU HOTEL LIETUVA, VILNIUS
Konstitucijos pr. 20
LT - 09308 Vilnius, Lithuania

We can provide you with an opportunity to promote your
Brand in the Millenium State newsletter. Millenium State is a
specialized online marketplace for collectors and investors all
over the world with growing popularity among hundreds of
users every month. We will help you reach your audience in a
more efficient way even beyond exhibition space!

Contacts

Additional photo

About Your activities

Price: 599€

Your Coins
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C ADDITIONAL SERVICES
C.1. Hotel Price: - € (discount code for rooms reservation)
C.2. Create Your own catalogue/flyer

We suggest you make the most out of your visit in Vilnius by
staying at Radisson Blu. Radisson Blu is hosting the MS Vilnius
International Coin Fair 2018 so you would not need to worry
about how to get from your hotel to the exhibition. Moreover,
you will be able to enjoy high quality hotel services and a truly
spectacular view of Vilnius from your room! As our exhibitor,
you will get the best service and prices during your stay, as
you will be able to get a discount code once the registration is
completed.

If you want to make the most of the exhibition, create your
own catalogue! We can provide you with professional design
services. Our team will be able to create catalogs, flyers,
brochures, posters and even more! We will get in touch with
you to find out your needs and suggest the best prices.

C.3. Translation service
We provide translation services during your exhibition time.
Just choose the languages for which you need professional
translations! (from which to which).
Translate from:

Price: on demand

Translate to:

C.4. Security boxes

Price: on demand

In order to keep your items safe you can order security boxes
during your exhibition time.

C.5. Security guard

I need

security boxes
number of boxes

If you think you need extra security,
we can provide you with an additional
security guard. This would be a
professional security agency which
will accompany you or your exhibition
space during your stay. Choose the
number of security guards and the
number of hours you will need them for.

Price: on demand

Number of security guard:

C.6. Safes

Number of hours:
We offer You safes at your stand. To get suitable
size of safe, please contact us.

Price: 14€/hour

Price: on demand
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C.7. Video interview / photo session

C.8. Pick Up at the airport
We can offer to promote your business by making a unique
video or a photoshoot of your stand and your company. You
will be able to give an interview and show all the benefits of
your company. Choose this service and we will get in touch
with you to discuss the details.

We offer fast and secure way
to get from your arrival point
to your hotel or exhibition
space. You will not need to
worry about transportation.
Choose this service and we get
in touch with you to discuss
your needs!

Price: on demand

Price: 39€/both sides

D ONLINE AUCTION
Millenium State marketplace
is becoming a home for some
of the finest numismatic coins
and other collectibles in online
auctions. With our experience
dealing with rare coins, we
are able to bring some of the
highest quality consignments
to our bidders. In addition to
rare coins, you are able to
consign for medals, banknotes or
decorations.

Collectors are encouraged to consign their
collections of rarities to the Millenium State
marketplace. An online auction of Millenium State
will be held on the 17th of November and will end at
6:00 pm Vilnius time. Descriptions with pictures will
be uploaded by Millenium State on the MS platform.
Bidders from all over the world will place their
maximum bids during the last minute.
Millenium State creates trust between the buyer
and the seller. Become a Millenium subscriber for
one year and enjoy all the benefits of the collecting
world!

How it works?

1.
If you want to submit
your item for the MS
online auction, you
need to:
1. Register on
millenium-state.com
and select the Millenium
subscribtion
2. Subscribe for one
year

2.

3.

4.

You can start
submitting Your
items! Fill in the
form.

Sign the
consignment and
handle collection
to either the
Luxembourg or the
Vilnius Office.

Millenium State
numismatic experts
will prepare Your
collection for the online
auction (professional
description and
pictures).

17 November 2018 - auction time!

To submit the online auction please fill additional registration form (11 p.).
Not a Millenium subscriber yet? Subscribe now: millenium-state.com
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5.
Sell Your collection
on the Millenium
State auction day
at the best price!

REGISTRATION FORM
After filling the table print 3 pages (8, 9, 10p.), sign and send us:
- scanned file with signature: arturas@millenium-state.com
- or by post: Recto et verso, P.O. Box 574 LT 01047 Vilnius, Lithuania

I am a dealer

I am a private salesman

CONTACT PERSON*
Mr./Mrs. first name*

Mr./Mrs. last name*

Phone number*

E-mail*

Company name
Adress*

City*

Country*
Postal code*

VAT no.:

Select Your commodities:
COINS

BANKNOTES

MEDALS

DECORATIONS

ACCESSORIES

INVESTMENT GOLD

Where did you learn about the fair?*
Trade show website

OTHERS

Please briefly describe what kind of items You are
going to present*

Millenium State newsletter
In other trade show
Recommendations from colleagues
Articles / Journals
Email / SMS / Call
Social Media
Other

Signature

Date
I agree terms and conditions (see attachment 11p.)

If You have any further queries, please contact
arturas@millenium-state.com
+370 684 94283

* Fields are required
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ORDER LIST
Fill the registration form regarding to Your needs.

All prices exluded +VAT (21%)*

Object

Quantity

Price

A EXHIBITION SPACE
A.1. Space and stands* (required to choose)
Model S-1

Model M-1
Model L-1
Model S-2

Model M-2
Model L-2
Model S-3

Model M-3
Model L-3

129 €
249 €
349 €
299 €
499 €
799 €
499 €
799 €
999 €

80 - 120x60cm

80 - 240x60cm
80 - 360x60cm
200x200cm
200x350cm
200x500cm
4m2
6m2
8m2

A.2. Additional furnitures

99 €
129 €
79 €
40 €
29 €
40 €
29€
59 €
249 €
49 €
39 €
39 €
39 €
49 €
139 €
159 €
129 €
139 €

S-1
S-2

A-1
A-2
CH-1
CH-3
CH-4
CH-6
B-1

CH-2
CH-5
CH-7

B-2
T-1
T-2
T-3
F-1

SH-1
SH-2
SH-3
SH-4

B ADVERTISEMENT PLACE
B.1. Advertisement in the fair catalog
A1

-

A2
B1
C1

C2
D1
E1
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699 €
699 €
900 €
249 €
249 €
549 €
99 €

Object

Quantity

Price

E3

E4

-

99 €
99 €
99 €

Additional design services

-

99 €

B.2. Advertisement on the ticket**(only one place)

-

1100 €

E2

B.3. Roll Up during trade show
Roll Up at Your exhibition space
A
B

C

150 €
170 €
190 €

180x60 cm

200x80 cm
200x100 cm

Roll Up at the fair entrance area
A
B

C

190 €
210 €
230 €

180x60 cm

200x80 cm
200x100 cm

Professional design service

99 €

B.4. TV screen

TV screen size in Your exhibition space

PANASONIC 55" (1240x716x47mm)

99 €
129 €
139 €

Your advertisement in exhibition room on the projector screen

249 €

SAMSUNG 22" (507,5x311,2x57,8mm)
SAMSUNG 32" (721,4x420,3x49,9mm)

B.5. Hostesses
On 1st fair day (saturday)
On 2nd fair day (sunday)

Time:

XX.X €
XX.X €

hours

Time:

hours

B.6. Logo on homepage
B.7. Advertisement in social media
B.8. Advertisement in MS newsletter

-

249 €
FREE
599 €

C.1. Hotel (discount code)
C.2. Create Your own catalog/flyer
C.3. Translation service

-

on demand

C ADDITIONAL SERVICES

Translate from:
Translate to:

C.4. Security boxes
C.5. Security guard
C.6. Safes
C.7. Video interview / photo session
C.8. Pick Up at the airport

-

on demand

on demand

Time:

14 €/hour

hours

-
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on demand
on demand

39 €/both sides

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1. Definitions.
1.1 “Organizer” stands for “Recto et verso”, the company
responsible for the organization of the tradeshow.
1.2 “Exhibitor” stands for any organization or individual
taking place at the trade show.

9.3 If the cancellation is made less than 2 weeks before the
event, the exhibitor will be charged 100% of all provided
services from Organizer.
10. Force majeure.
10.1 In case the event is canceled for any reason outside the
control of the Organizer, the Organizer is under no liability
to the Exhibitor with respect to any actions regarding losses
or claims.

2. Contract.
2.1 A completed contract is necessary to be agreed upon
and submitted by all participants. By the submission of the
contract, the parties of the contract accept the Terms and
Conditions.
2.2 The trade show space booking will be finished only after
the submission of the registration form and the payment of
the invoice.

11. Data.
11.1 By submitting the registration details, the Exhibitor
allows the Organizer to contact him or her as required for
organizational purposes of the event.
11.2 The contact information of the Exhibitors will be
displayed on the exhibition list, which will be provided to
the participants.

3. Exhibition plan.
3.1 Exhibitors are allowed to choose the location within the
exhibition space with the agreement of the Organizer.
3.2 Exhibition displays and furniture must stay within the
allocated space during the exhibition.
3.3 The allocated exhibition space must not be conveyed
by the Exhibitor to third parties without prior approval of
the Organizer.
3.4 All the exhibition materials must be immediately
removed after the event. Storage facilities are not available.

12. Confidentiality.
12.1 The Exhibitor shall keep confidential all information
acquired from the Organizers, which is not in the public
domain, which becomes known to the Exhibitor in
connection with the Contract, during and after the
termination or expiry of the Contract.
13. General.
13.1 Each Exhibitor shall have the full knowledge of the
Terms and Conditions and agree on them in all respects.
13.2 The Exhibitor has the right to promote his or her
products only within his/her own stand or table if he/she
did not choose the appropriate additional services from
the Organizer.
13.3 All manners of exhibiting at his or her own exhibition
site or elsewhere must be approved by the Organizer.
13.4 The Organizer has the right to exclude the Exhibitor
from the participation at the fair in case of any violation of
any of the stipulations listed above.

4. Safety.
4.1 The Exhibitor is responsible for the health of his or her
staff and the safety of his or her equipment.
4.2.The delivery of Exhibitor’s private equipment to the
exhibition must be handled by the Exhibitor or his/her staff.
4.3 The delivery of the equipment rented from the Organizer
is handled by the Organizer.
4.4 The Exhibitor is responsible for the security of the
equipment rented from the Organizer. In case damage
occurs to the rented equipment, the Exhibitor is obliged to
pay an extra fee to cover the damage.
5. Insurance.
5.1 The Organizer is not responsible for the loss, demolition
or any damage of goods, equipment, stands, packages
and packaging materials that belong to the Exhibitor or
his/her co-exhibitors, irrespective of whether this damage
appeared before, during or after the fair. The Exhibitor shall
take out insurance for this purpose.
5.2 Exhibitors should hold their own public liability
insurance and employers’ liability insurance.
6. Staff.
6.1 All Exhibitor staff must wear appropriate identification
marks.
7. Photography.
7.1 The Organizer will arrange photo/video footage during
the event for promotional purposes.
7.2 Exhibitors who do not wish for their pictures to be taken
or used must notify the Organizer in advance.
8. Payment.
8.1 Payment is due upon receipt of the invoice. Any Exhibitor
who exceeds the payment time noted on the invoice may
not be permitted to exhibit.
9. Participation cancellation.
9.1 All cancellations must be made 7 weeks in advance.
9.2 If the cancellation is made 2 to 7 weeks prior to the
event, the Exhibitor will be charged 50% of all provided
services from the Organizer.
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SUBMIT ONLINE AUCTION
I am a dealer

I am a private salesman

CONTACT PERSON*
Mr./Mrs. first name*

Mr./Mrs. last name*

Phone number*
E-mail*
Company name
Adress*
Country*

City*

Postal code*
VAT no.:
DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION (historical period, country, number of items, other peculiarities) :

Signature

Date
I agree terms and conditions (see attachment)

If You have any further queries, please contact
arturas@millenium-state.com
+370 684 94283

* Fields are required
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